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Interpolating Wavelets
Yuval Weiss, Dominique Moulière-Reiser*, Alex Malkin, Nimrod Grinberg and Anat Canning, Paradigm
Summary
Interpolation between known wavelets is essential in many
seismic processing and inversion workflows. We have
found that interpolation results are highly dependent on the
specific input wavelets. We have also found that a
straightforward method does not always provide the
required answer. Although this is not a new problem, it
seems that it has not attracted a great deal of attention, and
alternative methods for trivial interpolation have not been
explored in the literature. In this paper we define several
interpolation methods that can deal with various cases that
we have encountered.
Introduction
Interpolating wavelets is an old problem that has barely
been discussed. There are various workflows that require
wavelet interpolation. One example relates to the
requirement to equalize wavelets in the seismic volume,
where the wavelets vary laterally. If, for example, two
different wavelets are extracted (Palmeira and Farrell,
1982; Newman, 1985) at two locations and we want to
equalize the wavelet everywhere (Henry and Mellman,
1988) a wavelet operator needs to be provided at every
location in the volume. This calls for interpolation of the
wavelets between the few known locations, to provide a
“continuous” wavelet description of the data lateral space.
A schematic picture is shown in Figure 1. In this example
the input wavelets in x1 and x2 are different only in their
amplitude. The expectation in such a case is to obtain,
between x1 and x2, a wavelet of the same shape with
gradually increasing amplitude.

because the frequency content of the seismic data changes
with depth. This is another case in which a wavelet
interpolation is called for. An additional example is the
variation of the wavelet as a function of the
offset/reflection angle. Wavelet variations with offset/angle
are a problem in prestack inversion, for example. There are
two approaches to this problem: One is to “equalize” the
wavelets within the offset/angle gather, and the other is to
“model” these variations within the inversion. In both
cases, if the prestack data has a large fold, it is preferable to
extract a wavelet for a few offsets/angles and interpolate
between them.
In all of these examples there is a need to calculate a
wavelet as a function of a continuous parameter, given
several input wavelets at discrete locations. Unfortunately,
it is usually not as simple as depicted in Figure 1, and the
difference between the known wavelets is more complex.
Wavelets normally vary in both amplitude spectrum and
phase spectrum.

Fig 2: The amplitude spectrum of the input wavelets (red and pink)
and the interpolated wavelets (blue and green) using different
interpolation methods (see below): (a) straightforward
interpolation, (b) horizontal interpolation, (c) center-of-mass
interpolation, (d) stretch and squeeze interpolation.
Fig. 1: The input wavelets in x1 and x2 differ in their amplitude.
The interpolated wavelet for x1<x<x2 is expected to have an
intermediate amplitude.

There are other scenarios which lead to a similar
requirement. Differences in the extracted wavelet are not
limited to the horizontal direction. For example, creating
synthetic seismograms to tie the well with the seismic data
often requires wavelet change as a function of depth,
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Our initial premise was that wavelet interpolation is a
simple problem. We interpolated in the time domain and in
the frequency domain using what we call the “trivial”
method (described below) and were surprised to obtain the
results shown in Figure 2a. In this example we used two
wavelets which differ only in their amplitude spectrum.
Phase spectrum was constant. The amplitude spectra of the
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two input wavelets are displayed as the red and pink
curves. The amplitude spectra of the two interpolated
wavelets are displayed in green and blue. Note that the
frequency range of the red wavelet is much larger than that
of the pink wavelet. We expected to obtain interpolated
results that look like the outputs in panel (b), but we
obtained the results in (a).
The result in Figure 2a provided the impetus to look for
other interpolation methods. We find it interestingly not
trivial, and maybe not possible, to find a single
interpolation method that successfully deals with all kinds
of discrepancies between the input wavelets. In order to
deal with the various aspects of wavelet interpolation, we
propose several interpolation methods.

All proposed interpolation methods in this paper are
performed in the frequency domain. This means that both
input wavelets are first decomposed into their amplitude
and phase spectra using Fourier transformation. The input
wavelets spectra are then used to estimate amplitude and
phase spectra of the interpolated wavelet, using the various
interpolation methods that are discussed below. Finally, an
inverse Fourier transform is used to calculate the
interpolated wavelet in time domain from its amplitude and
phase spectra. A schematic picture of a general
interpolation process in the frequency domain is shown in
Figure 3.
For simplicity, we define a continuous controlling
parameter , so that we look for wavelets as a function of
. The input wavelets are defined for specific values, 1
and 2, and the required output wavelet is the wavelet for
out (we assume that 1 < out < 2, without loss of
generality).
(a) Trivial interpolation in frequency domain
The interpolation in frequency domain is the
straightforward method, which we call “trivial”. The
amplitude spectrum of the interpolated wavelet is estimated
by a weighted average of the amplitude spectra of both
input wavelets. Similarly, the phase spectrum of the
interpolated wavelet is estimated by a weighted average of
the input wavelets phase spectrum. A schematic picture of
this interpolation method is shown in Figure 4.

Fig 3: General interpolation between two wavelets.

Method
In this section we present four methods for interpolation
between two wavelets. Note that several other methods
were tested as well, but did not provide beneficial results,
so they were excluded from this paper. Note also that the
wavelets shown here are normalized for display purposes,
unless otherwise indicated.
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Fig 4: Trivial interpolation in the frequency domain, interpolating
separately the amplitude and the phase spectra.
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The weights used in the interpolation are determined by the
difference between the values of  (the controlled
parameter) of the two input wavelets, and that of the
required interpolated wavelet (the output). The weights of
the input wavelets that are given in the calculation are
w1=(2-out)/(2-1) for the low-value wavelet, and
w2=(out-1)/(2-1), for the high-value wavelet. Of
course, w1+w2=1.

has several local maxima, this method can be problematic.
An example is shown in Figure 6.

Simple variations of the trivial method, such as performing
the interpolation directly in the time domain, or
alternatively, interpolating in complex space, provide very
similar results to those shown in Figure 2a. Unfortunately,
these are not the expected results in cases where the
frequency range of the two input wavelets differs.
(b) Horizontal interpolation
The horizontal interpolation method helps in interpolating
between wavelets that are different in their frequency
range, as presented in Figure 2. Instead of interpolating
between amplitudes (y-axis value) for each frequency (xaxis value) we do the opposite: For each amplitude value
we interpolate between the two frequencies that obtain this
value in the two amplitude spectra. In other words, the
averaging is not done in the vertical direction for constant
frequency value; rather, it is done in the horizontal
direction for constant amplitude value. Of course, the
averaging is weighted, with the weights w1 and w2 defined
above. A schematic picture of the horizontal interpolation
method is shown in Figure 5.

Fig 6: Input (red and pink) and interpolated (blue) wavelets using
the interpolation methods (a) trivial, (b) horizontal, (c) center of
mass, and (d) stretch/squeeze. The input spectra contain more than
one peak, and only the center of mass interpolation maintains the
“correct” shape. The wavelets in panel (a) are not normalized, in
order to emphasize the effect of the trivial interpolation method.

(c) Center of mass alignment before interpolation
We now propose a method that can produce reasonable
results in the case of a multi-maxima amplitude spectrum,
and for cases of wavelets with “complex” spectra. In the
first stage, the center of mass (C) of each input wavelet is
calculated from its amplitude spectrum (A):

(1)

C

 f  A f df / A f df 

Next, the two centers of mass (of the two input wavelets)
are used to estimate the center of mass of the interpolated
wavelet using a weighted average, with the weights w1 and
w2 defined above. The amplitude and phase spectra of the
two input wavelets are then shifted to align their center of
mass to the calculated center of mass of the interpolated
wavelet.
Fig 5: Horizontal interpolation of the amplitude spectrum.

Note that the result shown in Figure 2b, which is essentially
the “desired” result, is the result of horizontal interpolation.
Indeed, it seems that when the difference between the two
input wavelets is in their frequency range, this method is
preferred.
We have found that the horizontal interpolation method
works very well in many cases. However, when the
amplitude spectrum (of at least one of the input wavelets)
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The next stage is the calculation of amplitude and phase
spectra of the interpolated wavelet, using a weighted
average of the shifted amplitude and phase spectra of the
input wavelets, with the weights w1 and w2 defined above.
A schematic picture of the center of mass interpolation
method is shown in Figure 7.
As already shown in Figure 6, for wavelets with “complex”
amplitude spectrum, this interpolation method is the only
method that produces acceptable results.
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phase spectra, and the amplitude spectra of the input
wavelets are identical, the stretch and squeeze method will
generate interpolated wavelets with a different amplitude
spectrum.

Fig 7: Using the center of mass method. Each wavelet is shifted to
the calculated center of mass before performing the interpolation.

(d) Stretch / squeeze before interpolation
The last method is relevant in the case of wavelets as a
function of offset/angle, when the controlling parameter
denoted by  descibes the offset/angle. In this case, the
influence of NMO stretching on the wavelets can be taken
into account by stretching or squeezing each of the input
wavelets by an amount which depends on the reflection
angles (Perez and Marfurt, 2006). The amplitude and phase
spectra of the input wavelet with the lower reflection angle
() are stretched by a factor of cos(1)/cos(out). The
amplitude and phase spectra of the input wavelet with
higher reflection angle (2) are squeezed, using a factor of
cos(out)/cos(2).
The interpolated wavelet is then calculated from the
stretched and squeezed outputs. The amplitude spectrum of
the interpolated wavelet is estimated by a weighted average
of the stretched/squeezed amplitude spectra. Similarly, the
phase spectrum of the interpolated wavelet is estimated by
a weighted average of the stretched/squeezed phase spectra.
In both cases, the weights are w1 and w2 defined above. A
schematic picture of the stretch and squeeze interpolation
method is shown in Figure 8.

Fig 8: Using stretch or squeeze over input wavelets before
performing the interpolation.

Conclusions
In this paper we have demonstrated the need for non-trivial
interpolation methods between wavelets as a function of a
continuous controlling parameter. We showed that different
methods are required for different scenarios, and we
provided four options. It should be noted that small
variations and improvements can be added to any of these
methods to deal with a specific case. However, the basic
claim is that different scenarios might need completely
different interpolation schemes. Selection of the best
interpolation method depends on the specific scenario. An
interpolation method which is found preferable in one case
may provide poor results under different conditions. Some
cases may have no ‘correct’ result, and several reasonable
interpolation methods can be defined, sometimes leading to
more than one reasonable output wavelet. To conclude, in
order to select the method that is most appropriate for the
data in each case, several interpolation methods, such as
those proposed in this paper, should be considered.

This method successfully handles cases in which the
wavelets differ in their amplitude spectrum. However,
when the changes between the wavelets are limited to the
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